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ABSTRACT

In this work, we present details of the deadlocks and at the same time It provides Increased
Implementation of a Hypercycle-based router with a throughput and fault tolerance.
backtrack-to-the-origln-and-relry routing.

Hypercycles, Is a class of multidimensional graphs, 2.0 Hypercycles.
which are generalizatIOns of the n-cube. These graphs are An r- dimensional Hypercycle, Is the following regular
obtained by allowing each dimension to Incorporate more p t p p }than two elements and a cyclic Interconnection strategy. undirected graph: a m 1'Im'1:m where

In a back-track-to-the-orlgln-and-relry routing, paths
that block at Intermediate nodes are abandoned, and a m =ml,m2,m3,...,m a mixed radix, p = Pl.P2 P :
new attempt Is made. Intermediate nodes are chosen at r I I r
random at each point from among the ones that form the Pi S" mi /2 the connectivity vector, determ n ng the

shortest paths from a source to a destination. connectivity In each dimension which ranges from a cycle
The router can be used In constructIng concurrent 1 pcomputer systems with varying topologies. (Pi = ) to fully connected (Pi = Lmi /2 J ), and 1'1 m

1.0 Introduction = {0,1,2,...,M-l ). Given a. /3 e 1'1 ~ then (a, /3 ) e 1: ~ If
Message passing concurrent computers such as the

Hypercube[51, Cosmic Cube(81, MAX(6, 71, consist of and only If there exists 1 S" J S" r such that
several processing nodes that Interact via messages /3j = (aj r ~j )mod~ with 1 $~j $ Pj and a( = /31 : i ~J
exchanged over communication channels lInking these
nodes Into one functIonal entlly. 2.1 Routing

There are many ways of Interconnecting the Hypercycles, have routing propertIes that are similar
computational nodes, the Hypercube, Cosmic Cube, and to those of the n-cube. Given nodes
the Connection Machlne[9] havIng adopted a regular (a)m m = a a ...a...ar andInterconnection pattern corresponding to a binary n- I 2..."\...n1r 1 2" I
dimensional cube. while MAX adopts a less structured, yet (a)mllT12..."\...n1r = al a2 ~...ar' a walk, from node ato

unspecIfied topology .node a-, can be constructed as follows:
In regularly structured InterconnectIon networks easy ala2...aC'.a , ala2...~l.,.a , ala2...~2,.,.a , ..., ala2,..~..,a .

r r r r
deadlock-free routing [1] can be accomplished by locally

computIng each successive Intermediate node -for a path such that§

that originates at a source node and terminates at a { ( ~ + Pi )modmi if [ ( ~ -~ ' )mOdmi = I~ .~I] > Pi
destination node- as a functIon of the current position J, J. J.

and the desired destination. Many regular problems (such ~j,.1 = (~j. -Pi)mOdm. if [(~j. -~)modm. el~j..~I]>Pi
as the ones found In Image processing. physics etc.) have 1= .f

11= 1=1been mapped on such regular structures. and run on the ., J .'j. .., ~ Pi

corresponding machInes exhibitIng signIficant speedups. ~ = a ~ = ~
Hypercycles can be considered as products of "basic" o I If'v.x

graphs. Hypercycles are designed so as: The followIng walk connects source to destination.
(a) To provide computer Interconnection networks that source = al a2 a3 ...a,:. al ~I a3 ...a,:. al ~I I/fJ ...a,:. al ~2

match the node requirements of a given embedded II' a . a 1= 11' a ..system. ...1 '.. r' I "2...2... r' (b) To Increase throughput of a given network by al~2/33 ...a,: : /31/32/33 .,./3r = destination

providing routIng expressions that can be computed
analytically (and hence are candidates for VLSI 2.2 Backtrack-to-the-orlgin-and-retry
Implementation) and which provide a maximum For Hypercycle-bascd Interconnection networks.
number of alternate paths from a source to a because of the existence 01 cycles In each dlmenslon, the
destinatIon, The existence of alternate paths use of an e-cube type routing that prevents deadlocks. Is
guarantees that a message will not be blocked lmpractlcal. We are proposing Instead a deadlock avoidIng
waiting for Its single roule to be freed. but It would routing strategy. According to our backtrack-to-the-
In turn search for the availability of alternate paths. Origln-and-retry routIng we IdentIfy. at each node. all
This strategy also provides for fault protectIon, sInce nodes that can be used for the continuatIon of the path.
a faulty path can be marked permanently busy. and For all such IdentIfied nodes, we also Identify the
thus messages can be routed around Il.. corresponding ports that can be used In order to

In previous work 12,31. we have defined the class of continue the path. Since several paths may be formIng In
Hypercycle networks and studied the performance of a parallel. some of these ports may already be allocated to
backtrack-to-the-orlgln-and-retry routIng that uses some other path. After excluding all the allocated ports.
random link selectIon at Intermediate points In we select cne of the remainIng free ports at random~ The
constructing the source-to-destlnatlon circuit. The subsequent link In the path Is established Is then
random selectIon of Intermediate links prevents established through the selected port, and the procedure

repeals Itself until the destInatIon Is reached, or no free
"1 ThIs research has been supported by tlle Natural Sciences and ports could be found.

Engineering Research Council Canada under grant IIOGPO041188
I We define 10. bl = m1n(a -b)modm, , (b -a)modm, )
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In an r-dlmenslonal Hypercycle. the Next Port The above operations can be simplified notlngthat

Generator Is replicated rtlmes. A mod n = n -IAI for A < O and lAl < n

and A m<1d n = A for O ~ A < n .
Th3.2 Port Valilbldator: t r d f h Therefore, It Is sufficient to find the minimum of

e poss e por s are ,e rom t e Next Port
Generator to the Port Valldator. It then matches these \pj -~jl and mj -\pj -~jllnstead of the minimum of
ports with those ports that are not currently In use. If
there are any ports oITered which are still available. these ( ~j -pj) mod mj and (Pj -~j) mod mj
are forwarded, If there are no offered ports which are still The design of the next port generator Is given In
available. then this unit generates a break-connectlon Figure 5. This design Implements a single dimensional
sIgnal to be passed down the partially completed path. next port generator with the defining parameters mi. Pi. .

fji and ~l having the following maximum values
3.3 Port Selector: respectively 15. 7 15 and 15.
If the Port Valldator has round available ports for To capture the schematic. the CASET.. Technology

routing. these are passed to the Port Selector. The Port Stellar Design Envlronment(41 was used. This design
Selector must accomplish the following tasks: count the package permits the hierarchical design of circuits using
number of valid ports. generate a random number industry standard components.
between one and this count. select the port Figure 5 shows the implementation of the block
corresponding to the random number. diagram of Figure 4. All of the primitive components are

Other subsystems. primarily residing in the assumed to be of the 74LS family. The operation of this
communication switch. would detect break signals and circuit is as follows.
connect and disconnect communication links under the Firstly. ~lis subtracted from fjl. This is done using the
control of the router itself, slgn-bit subtractor component Indicated by SUB1. The

result of thls subtraction is a positive number from 0 to
4.0 Design ofNPG 14 (since the maximum node address is 14) and a sign bit
The Next Port Generator (NPG) Implements the which is asserted if the result is negative. This positive

routing equations as presented In section 2.1 and number Is then forwarded to another slgn-blt subtractor.
provides a physical port number to which the message SUB2, which subtracts this number from mi, The result of
can be routed. Since there Is one NPG for each dimension thls subtraction Is always positive since.
In the system, routing for each dimension is done in O ~ p < m and O ~ 1= < m therefore p -1= < m
p arallel Fi g ure 4 sho s b l k

d l g f I gl NPG ..." ...,. .
..w a oc a ram a a s n e .The two positive numbers are then compared at the

The operation of the subsystem Is as follows, minimum value seleetlon unit M S U 1 .This circuit
Do.'.nat.,n R..c/Iod~ compares two four bit numbers and forwards the lowest

valued one, also generating signals to indicate if the two
( numbers are equal In value. EQUAL. and If the second

m logoc..to PhyaocaJ in
p ut B is the low value B LOWI PhyoocaJPo ~"N m ., , -.

~ "Go",..'.' ""' u The resulting signal emanating from MSU 1 Is the

minimum distance to the destination. This can now be

compared to Pi at MSU2. The minimum of these two
P. values is the longest step possible gIven the configuration.

i'2., clockwise or counterclockwise. to the destination. After
., I MSU2. the direction of travel must be resolved. This Is

accompl1shed by excluslve-ORlng the sign bit from SUB1
FIgure 4. The block Diagram oCthe Next Port Generator. with the B-LOW signal from MSU1 to yield a signal which

Indicates the direction of travel for the minimum
Given a local address ~i. a dimensional population mj. distance. This signal is valid in all situations except when

and a destination address fji. the minimum of
( ~ -p )modm and (p -~ )modm both d~rectlons are valid (e.g. \pj -~jl = mj -\pj -~jl) .Such a

.. Ired b ' th ., . 2 situation occurs when mi is even. 2pi = mi and a message

as requ ye routing In section .1. is calculated and

forwarded. This essentially decides whether it is shorter from node ri is bound for node (rj:!:mj/2)modmj. An
to move clockwise or counterclockwise about the cycle example of such a situation Is a binary n-dlmenslonal cube

and what the length of such a move would be. Note that it in which P' = 2 for all i and m. = 2 for all i In this case the
can be determined at thls point if the destination address I I ..

within this dimension has been reached since port from ri to ( rj :!: mi--12) mod mj mu'st either be

( ~j -pj) mod mj = O if ~j = Pj numbered as Pi or as 2pi -1. This is an arbitrary decision

The next step is to decide which Is smaller. the so the cross-cycle link was assigned to port pj. Since thls

connectivity Pi. which decides the maximum possible Is the case. the signal derived above. which sends a

leap, clockwise or counterclockwise. or the destination message clockwise or counterclockwise. would have to be

itself. This must be done since a step size greater than Pi quantified with a signal which could detect the equality of
cannot be taken. The result of thls choice is the optimum the two directions. Such a signal is available from MSU1.

logical port in this dimension (assuming a greedy The EQUAL signal of MSU1 Is asserted If both inputs are

strategy. as Is the one used here, is employed). This Identical, as would be the case If \Pj-~jl=mj-\pj-~jl.

logical port Is then forwarded to a circuit which converts
it to a physical port based th b f rt hl h This signal. when Inverted, can be used as a gating trigger

h ' on e num er o po s w c for the directional signal. an Indeed, this Is what Is done

ave preeeded this dimension. It Is assumed here that at the AND gate UO136 A In Figure 5. The resulting signal

the lowest port numbers are used to route for dimension Is itself a gate for pj. which Is simply added to the desIred

1, the next lowest possible set for dimension 2. etc.. For
t If th dl tl I I kwl Th It f MSU22 I por e rec on s c oc se. e resu o ,

example, in a a5 3 Hypercycle, the first 2pl = 4 ports are now the largest possible step toward the destination in
thls dimension. Is added to the gated pj signal through

used for dimension I and the remaining 2p2 = 2 ports UO12. The result of thls is a logical port number which
are used for dimension 2.
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If no free ports are to be found at an intermediate accounting for all the ports used by previous d1mens1or'k, ~
node in the path, then a break is returned to the origIn and then adding thls as an offset to the logical port.
(through the already established partial path to the Destination Address Register
blocking node), the partIal path is dIssolved, and a new
attempt for the creation of the required path is Initiated.
This routing strategy avoIds deadlocks through
backtracking, and also guarantees that the formed path
w1l1 be of a minimum length, sInce each subsequent lInk
Is selected according to the routing presented In section -~ N xt P
2.1. The backtrack-to-the-ortgln-and-retry routing is a e ort
type of two-phase locking, where as resources we Generator
consider the various links necessary for the completion of p Dimension ,
the source-to-destlnation cIrcuit.

We have studied backtrack-to-the-ortgln-and-retry
routing on Hypercycle-based Interconnection networks
[31 and established its superior performance as compared
to the hypercube based networks.

The backtrack-to-the-orlgln-and-retry routing is Port Validator
currently under Implementation. FIgure I gives the
structure of a computational node In a concurrent. computer that Incorporates Hypercycles and backtrack- ..

to-the-ortgln-and-retry routing. Figure 2 gives a block: :
diagram of an r-dlmenslonal Hypercycle router. ..

.Port .

..

.Counter .

..

..
Local CPU ..
Memory ..

..

..

..
Local Bus Configuration: Random :

Control. Number Multip lexor .
..
.Generator .
..Incoming , Hypercyde .:

Ports Router.. Available Ports 1 N~~ P~rt

!Port Selector !Outgoing Ports No-Ports-Available
Destination-Reached

Figure 1. The configuration of a computing node that FIgure 2. Block diagram of the Hypercycle routing engIne.
Includes the Hypercycle Router. Routing in each dImension Is done in parallel.

3.0 General Design As an example, consider the case given In Figure 3. If a -,
As it can be seen In Figure 2. we are Implementing our message starts at node 2 bound for node 5, the first step-'

routing as a system havIng four modules. A destination is to determIne the dIrection of the shortest route. In thls'
address Is presented at the Destination Address RegIster. case the clockwise direction Is selected and thls yields a.
The Next Port Generators then detern11ne which ports largest possible step of 2. SInce the route Is clockwise..
can be used for the continuation of the path. The Port the step size, 2, Is offset by the connectivity, pj, whlcb
ValJdator ensures that the ports Indicated are available for produces a logical port of 4. If this were the fIrst, or only..
use. Then the port selector randomly chooses a sIngle dimension of the Hypercycle, then this number would
port to which the originating port Is connected and to also correspond to the physical port. If other dlmenslons~
which the destination address Is forwarded. The major existed before thls dlmen~lon, then the logical port wouldJ
functional units of the router,are described below: be offset by the number- of ports used in all previous

dimensions to yield a physical port number.
3.1 Next Port Generator:
The subsystem termed the Next Port Generator

provides the next port to which a message may be routed.
This Is done by using a modulo arithmetic cIrcuit based 1
on the routing presented In section 2.1 to obtain a
relative address with respect to the current address. In node 2
each dimension I, there are 2pj (2pj -1 If pj=mj/2) possible
edges. To each of these edges, there Is a corresponding 3
communication channel and a logical pori. We number
the logical ports from I to 2p j (2p j-l ) so that the
minimum step In the counterclockwise direction will
correspond to logical port I, the maximum step to logical 1 -- U k b, h I h n num erport PJ" w I e t e minimum step In the clockwise
direction will correspond to logical port Pj+ I and the w .r .t. node 2

maximum step to port 2pj (2pj-I). FInally, thls logical port node 5
number Is mapped to a physical port number by F1gure 3. Detennlnlng the shortest route from node 2 to node 5.
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Figure 5. Implementation or the Next Port Generator
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